St Mary Magdalene Church
Warboys, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire

BACKGROUND
People have lived in the area around Warboys
since 7000BC as indicated by finding a boat
of this age during the late 19th century.
Bronze age tools have also been found indicating a presence 3500 to 1200BC. The Romans brought Christianity to East Anglia. The
history of religion during the early centuries
AD was probably a mixture of Christianity and
Paganism. In 655AD the first Abbey in Peterborough was founded. The Viking invasions
of the 7th century destroyed churches and
monastries but in 974AD Archbishop Dunstan
donated the land known as Warboys to Ramsey Abbey. Christian activity is recorded in
the Domesday book, of 1086AD, which stated
there was a priest and a Church in Warboys.
You are welcome to visit our church

You are welcome to Worship God in our church
You are welcome to Pray in our church
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The above diagram shows the ages of various parts of the church. The earliest part of
the current church was built during the 12th
century—this church consisted of a chancel,
the present nave and a north aisle. From
this Norman church only the chancel arch
(see adjacent picture)
and a small piece of
walling in the south
west corner of the
nave have survived.
Early in the 13th century the north aisle
was rebuilt followed
by the building of the
south aisle.
During
the mid 13th century
the broach spire was built. During the 14th
century the south aisle was extended (by the
side of the tower) and a south porch added.
The north aisle was extended (or rebuilt) in
the 15th century when the north porch was
added. Sometime before the 19th century
the chancel was rebuilt and shortened.
During the 19th century (1832) the chancel
was extended eastward to its original length
and considerably altered. At this time large
galleries were erected in both north and
south aisles and the tower, the floor being
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lowered a foot to give headroom under
them. Some walls were plastered, such as
above the Norman arch.
The vestry at the end of
the north aisle was created. In 1896 the spire was
restored. Look towards
the tower from the east
end of the nave to see a
majestic arch (adjacent
picture) and elegant lancet
window.
In 1926 the tower and
south aisle were underpinned. Also the changes
of 1832 (apart from the
chancel) were removed
i.e. the plaster and galleries also the floor
was restored to the former level. You can
see where the wooden joists were inserted
in the piers. It is interesting that one of the
piers is octagonal while the rest are circular!

Font

The font is of the early 13th century, the
square bowl is carved with crude foliage
standing on one large and four smaller
shafts mounted on the base. The wooden
cover also has an interesting background: It
was made during the
restoration work of
1926 from old beams
salvaged during the
restoration work—so
you could say it’s
wood is over 700
years old. The font
was moved from the
west end of the nave
in July 2007 to it’s
new position in the
east end of the north
aisle. Baptisms are
no longer a separate
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service where people just gather round the
font, it is now usually part of morning service
and the new position enables most of the
congregation to see the baptism.

The Bells
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